Continuous symmetry numbers and entropy.
Traditionally, entropy changes are corrected for rotational permutability only if the molecule is perfectly rotationally symmetric. By this approach, only a small fraction of all known molecules must be evaluated in terms of symmetry numbers, while all other molecules are totally exempt of these considerations. A general approach which encompasses all molecules, symmetric or not, is proposed here. It is based on introducing the notion of continuity to symmetry numbers and on allowing noninteger values. In the first part of the account, we provide arguments as to why continuity is needed and what difficulties one may encounter by adopting the "black-or-white" approach to symmetry. In the second part, we provide a working methodology of how to evaluate the symmetry number content of any molecule, symmetric or not. Finally, in the third part, we demonstrate the implications of this approach on entropy issues involving melting points, Jahn-Teller distortions (of fullerene) upon ionization, molecular distortion due to overcrowdedness, permutability of isotopes, and the structure of proton sponges. It is shown that continuous symmetry numbers provide entropy values, which better agree with experimental observations, and that they are capable of identifying correlations between symmetry and physical/chemical measurables.